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The purpose of judging hogs is to determine which one of
two is the better, or which one of a larger number is the best,
and which ones of the remaining are successively second, third,
fourth, etc. In deciding on these points the competent judge of
hogs takes into account a certain number of points which are of

Figure I. Smooth light hog. The kind that tops the market.

help to him in deciding the particular place in which a certain
class of animals belongs. He first considers the purpose for
which the animals he is judging are kept; that is, whether the
hogs are intended for meat immediately; for the production of
pigs, which in turn are to be used for meat; or whether the
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animals themselves are to be fed for a period of time before
becoming meat.

It will be noted that the ultimate purpose for which all hogs
are raised is to produce meat, and this point may well be kept
in mind when judging ail classes of hogs. However, the relative
importance of the different points which are considered in judg-
ing hogs, differ according to the purpose for which the hogs are
judged. Pigs which are intended for immediate slaughter are
judged primarily for the amount of meat which they will make,
and the proportion of that meat which will sell at a relatively
high price. Some of the points which are of vital importance in
breeding stock, or in feeders, are practically ignored in the
market hog.

Judging hogs and scoring hogs are two vitally different mat-
ters. We have alluded to the points which are considered in
judging hogs. Now these points are not given specific percent-
ages by the judge, but he unconsciously has them in mind when
placing a class of hogs. Where definite scores of points are
allowed for the different parts of the hog, however, we speak of
this as scoring rather than as judging, although it may be seen
that the ultimate outcome of scoring, as of judging, would be to
determine which one of the animals is the better. In judging,
the sum total of the points is what the judge is concerned with,
or rather the relative merit of the hogs before him, rather than
the particular parts of the hogs which may differ.

We use a score card in learning to judge hogs in order that
we may know the relative importance of the parts of the hog.
It is not supposed that an expert judge will be compelled to
consult his score card in placing a class of hogs. Neither is it
supposed that hog owners will need to make use of the score
card in deciding which of their animals is most suitable for show
or market. But boys, who are learning to judge the merits of
hogs. will find it of decided advantage to know just how much
each point counts in the grand total which determines the placing
of the hogs.
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OREGON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE-STUDENT'S SCORE CARD
MARKET HOGS..

STUDENT...	 	  CLASS_	

SCALE OF POINTS
Discredits,	 very	 slight,	 10	 per	 cent;	 slight,	 20	 per	 cent;
marked, 30 per cent; very marked, 40 per cent;	 extreme,
50 per cent, of possible score.

o,

E

0
4,17;
vc

GENERAL APPEARANCE
0 17;

ii W
0

U
Weight	 In to 225 pounds.	 Est —

(Cut double if over weight)
Condition, carrying much fm of even	 ...	 20Qualit y , firm in flesh:	 smooth skin;	 fine, straight hair

small. clean bone .	 	 	 10 	
Dressing	 Percentage;	 MAX1111/101	 development	 of	 back.

sides, and ham, with minimum amount 	 of belly and
waste	 _	 111

Form:	 Long. low set, wide, blocky, 	 with	 greatest pos-sibr t. proportion of the more valuable parts.	 10 	
CONFORMATION

Head and Neck
Eace; short and broad indicating a goodfeeder_ ...... 	 3...- 	Ears;	 fine 	 	 1
['nil; broad and smooth	 	 	 I	 1
Neck; short, thick, 331d smooth
Jowl ; smooth and of medium size	 	 1Pore Quarters
Shoulders; broad and smooth, slot excessively- heavy..........	 .2
LiribikeT	 broad	 .	 1
Legs; short, straight, clean cut, tapering bone; standing

up	 well	 on	 the toes	 .........
Body
Chest; deep and wide; well filled hack of the shoulders

and in fore flank .. 	 4
Rack	 and	 Loin;	 long,	 slightly	 arched, even	 in	 width,

broad, showing gond spring of ribs_ 	  	 A
Sides;	 long,	 and	 deep;	 well filled, thick, and firm into

the corners; ribs long; not pot bellied_ 	 3 ....... ...	 	
Hind Quarters

_

Rump;	 long. thick, and wide; slope to Correspond with
arch of back 	 1

Hams; thick and broad, extending to hocks; twist well
filled	 ... ...... .... 3Hind	 Legs:	 short,	 straight,	 clean	 cut	 tapering	 bone;
standing up well en the toes 	 	 2 	

1
I

!I	 	 1
Total 	  1 100

From the accompanying score card it will be seen that in the
market hog, weight is one of the most important points. The
reason for this is the fact that a heavier pig than that allowed
in the score card is too large to cut up to good advantage when
the butcher wants to sell the meat. A lighter hog, on the other
hand. is likely to be sold at a loss to the farmer ; hence, not many
go to the market. Lighter hogs are also less likely to be first-
class meat ; for they may be so young that the flesh is watery
and soft.

Condition refers to the amount of meat the pig will yield ;
that is, whether he is fat or lean. Hence, it will readily be seen
that if a pig is not in good condition he should not be placed
high as a market animal, because the condition determines almost
absolutely the amount of meat which the pig will yield when
dressed.	 •

Quality refers to the smoothness or roughness of the pig;
to the fineness or coarseness of bone and hair; and, by infer-
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ence, to the character of his flesh, whether nicely mixed, fat and
lean, or whether flabby and soft, or excessively fat. You can
readily see that a pig may be fed so heavily and so long that he
may be in too fat a condition, with a resulting effect on his
quality. It will thus be seen that some of these points overlap
in places.

By dressing percentage is meant the amount which is ob-
tamed by dividing the dressed weight of the pig by his live
weight. A good market pig should dress from 75% to 85' ./L : that
is, a 200 pound pig when killed. scraped, cleaned, and the head
and feet removed should weigh from 75/100 to 85/100 of his
original live weight. What the butcher is concerned with is not
the 200 pounds of live weight. but the 150 or 165 pounds of salable
meat which he gets from the 200 pound pig. He is also in-
terested in the part of the carcass which yields the largest pro-
portion of meat, because part of the carcass is better to eat and
consequently brings a higher price at the butcher shop. These
parts which bring the highest price are the loin, hams, and sides.
You know that some of these parts are good while fresh, but
that some of them are much better after being cti red. PI cnec.
the purpose to which the meat is to be put has some effect upon
the value of the different parts of the pig. Pigs which are to be
killed and cured before being eaten should have better sides
than those which are to be eaten fresh.

The form of the pig is determined quite largely by which
parts of his body are most highly developed. and consequently
which parts will weigh the most. It is not desirable that any
part of the pig which is of no value after lie is killed should he
very large. This is especially true of the belly, and also of the
head, which should be small and trim. The best means of telling
whether the belly is large. and will consequently make a lot of
offal, is to look at the animal from the side and notice whether
the under line is straight or whether it hangs down in the middle.
If straight. it is reasonably certain that the intestines and stom-
ach are not unduly large, and it is likewise reasonably certain that
there is a considerable amount of lean meat which runs. clear
around the hog's body. On the other hand, if the belly hangs
down in the middle and is larger than either end of the pig, it is
reasonably certain that the intestines and stomach are unduly
full or heavy, indicating that lean meat is not present in any
considerable quantity in that part.

We do not care so much about the head of the pig, except
that it should not be large enough to detract from the salable
meat. The neck should be short and thick, because the thin
neck is likely to be tougher and consequently less salable. A
thick neck will not only contain more meat, but it will be more
tender. The jowl, or cheek, is cheap meat, which should not be
unduly heavy: but if smooth. of medium size. and nicely con-
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nected to the shoulder, the indications are that there is a con-
siderable amount of lean meat in the jowl. This will make it
suitable for bacon; whereas, if it is fat and flabby, or over-
developed, the indications are that there is very little or no lean
meat in it.

Shoulder meat is not as valuable as ham, because it does not
taste so good when cooked. The shoulders, therefore, should
not be so excessively heavy that they form too large a percentage
of the dressed pig. The back and loin are very important parts:
because the meat from these pieces is extra good, consequently
demanding a high price in the butcher shop. Some of the points
mentioned in the scale are of very little importance in the hog
that is ready for market, as the scores would indicate; but, as you
will see by comparison, are of much more importance in other
classes of hogs. They are mentioned in this connection and
given certain scores, primarily because they indicate certain
things about the carcass rather than having any importance in
themselves. These things you will understand better after you
have raised some hogs, and especially after you have seen some
of these same hogs killed and cut up for meat. The butcher does
not care especially whether a hog has produced his carcass
economically or not; but it is safe to infer that the hog which
has been a good feeder is likely to dress a better carcass than
the one which has been a slow feeder. . The ears, moreover, are
of little importance to the butcher but it is reasonably certain
that if the ears are thin and fine the skin is also thin and fine,
and as the skin is not very good to eat we want as little of it as
possible on our meat.

FEEDER HOGS.

By feeder hogs we mean those which are to be fed liberally
for a period of time before becoming market hogs. We took
up the market hogs first because the finished product is the goal
or end for which all hogs are kept. Feeder hogs are lighter in
weight, or younger and smaller than the market hogs. If a
feeder hog is over the weight indicated on the score card, the
chances are that he will make too large a hog for market before
he is sufficiently fat to sell well. On the other hand, if he is
smaller than the weight indicated he will have to grow a certain
amount during the fattening period; and growth costs more
than fat.
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The form of a feeder pig is essentially that of a fat pig which
is not yet fat. The only difference in the two is that the fat or
market pig has added to his frame about 100 pounds of weight,
although it is true that the market pig has a slightly larger

Figure	 A good feeder. Two months good feeding should make him look like the
market hog in Figure I.

frame than the feeder. The frame does not appear as promi-
nent, because it is covered up with fat. Form is of importance in
the feeder, because a pig which has not the form indicated will
not develop into a market pig of the form which will sell well.
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OREGON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE-STUDENT'S SCORE CARD
FEEDER HOGS.

STUDENT	  DATE 	 CLASS 	

Number	 	

Discredits.	 Very slight,	 10 per cent ;	 slight, 20 per	 cent ;
marked, 30 per cent ; very marked, 40 per cent ; extreme,
50 per cent, of possible score.

Weight :	 Proportionate to	 age,	 at beginning	 of	 fattening
period, 85 to 100 Ilts

Form:	 Low, deep. wide, blocky, symmetrical....
Constitution;	 Chest,	 wide, deco, wide and	 full at elbows;

jaw,	 wide;	 snout,	 wide;	 nostrils,	 large;	 vigorous	 and
healthy in appearance .

Quality:	 Stair,	 bone.	 and	 ears	 fine;	 free from	 wrinkles
and	 brlstlei

Snout:	 NittLturrt length, wide. not coarse 	
Eves;	 bright, free from wrmk/es 	Fact :	 Short, wide 	
Ears:	 Fine, soft, medium size 	

Full, broad, smoothly connected.. ..
Neck: Thick, short 	
Shoulders'	 Even with sides, compact at top—.
Brisket:	 Wide, Iow . 	
Ls:	 Straight, short, tapering; pasterns. strong.	
Sides:	 Lung, deep, smooth' ribs, lung, well sprung
Back:	 Bread, even, arched
Loin:	 Wide, s-rnooth. strong 	
Belly;	 Straight, even;	 parallel	 with back_..._.......	 .__..Ilips 7	 Wide	 :wart,	 smooth	 .........._ ...... 	 ..... . ..... _ ....  stump:	 a ide arch, a continuation GI that of bards_ •Ifam:	 Long, wide, thick: twist deep, meaty
Legs:	 Short,	 straight,	 strong,	 clean,	 tapering.	 .....	 .

'88

20
20

10

i0

1
4
1

1

2
4
5

2

2
4
2

i
7. 8 vo

'0(1)
cr,

"8
`2:

Total_ ........	 ..... . ......	 ......	 ;n:K1,

Constitution, which was not mentioned in connection with
market pigs, is of importance here, because the feeder must live,

eat, digest food, and breathe for at least two months, while the
market pig is ready to be killed immediately. Constitution indi-
cates also that a pig will make good or poor use of his feed, and
that he will eat little or much. ft is desirable that a pig eat
greedily, rather than that he he a light feeder: because if the pig
eats only enough to live he does not make his owner any profit.
It is only what he can eat above what is required for him to
live that will make fat on his body and dollars in his owner's
pocket. Hence it is very important that we look well to those
points which indicate that the anima] will eat a great deal of feed
and make that same feed into fat.

Quality indicates that the pig will use his feed well; that is,
if his skin and hair are in a healthy condition we infer that his
digestive system is likewise in good condition, and that he will
make good use of his feed. We also infer that the flesh and fat
which he puts on will he put on in such a manner that the meat
will be desirable. The snout is a good index to the appetite of
the pig. If he has a broad snout he is mach more likely to be a
good feeder than if he has a narrow, pointed one. The eves are
a good sign of the disposition of the pig. In order to fatten
easily a pig must take life easy. eat voraciously and move but
little. Hence, mild eyes indicate a good feeder. If the face is
unduly long the body is likely to he long also; a long body is
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not usually fattened so easily as a short one; hence, a short, wide
face is ordinarily associated with a short, blocky body and with
easy fattening ability.

The other points of form, which seem to be exactly like
those of a market pig, differ only in degree; that is, the feeder
pig is like the market pig except that he is not so well developed.
His brisket, for instance, is not so wide or low, his sides do not
appear so thickly meated, nor his back so broad, nor his loin so
thick, nor his hams so full and meaty. In comparing feeder
hogs, however, remember that we compare feeders with feeders
rather than with hogs that have had a better chance to be fat.
There are differences just as great in feeders as in market hogs,
and the pigs which have the best indications of being good
feeders will in most cases make the best market hogs when fat.

Figure HI, Some "runts" which will not be good feeders. The one standing across
the front is not bad.

BREEDING HOGS.

Breeding hogs differ from the two previous classes in that
they- are a little farther removed from the market pig; that is,
they are to produce pigs, which are to grow into feeders ulti-
mately to be fattened and sold as market hogs. Hence the im-
portance of the points which have previously been mentioned in
connection with market and feeder hogs will be appreciated in
connection with this class of stock. It will he understood that
unless parents possess the characteristics which are desired in
the market pigs, the pigs are not likely to possess those character-
istics. Hence the form is essentially the same as in the market
pig, except that it need not be so particular; and the condition
does not need to be as high. Breeding hogs usually become
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market stock before they die; but the main purpose of their
lives is to produce pigs which in turn will be feeders and then
market hogs.

There are two distinct classes of breeding stock, male and
female, and their points are also distinct; but in both classes the
form is essentially the same. From the accompanying score card
on brood sows it will be seen that the points which have been

Figure IV. . ∎11 cxcullent hrocw1 sow.

considered in connection with market hogs are given relatively
little importance. This is done because it is understood that by
this time you know the essential points of a market hog, and
know, too, that those points must be present in the parent stock.
There are some new points, however, which have not appeared
either in connection with market hogs or feeders, and these
require special consideration.
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OREGON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE-STUDENT'S SCORE CARD
BROOD SOWS.

STUDENT	 	 DATE 	 CLASS 	
Number 	

rt,	 I

I C	 s	 C
SIS I S 

11 
S I S

20

20
10

10

10

10 11
5
5

2
2

3

Discredits: Very slight, 10 per cent; slight, 20 ner cent; 1

marked, .30 per cent ; very marked, 40 per cent ;extreme,
50 per cent, of possible score.
Form: Low, deep, long; even in width and depth__ 	
Constitution: Chest wide, deep, wide and full back of

elbows; jaw and snout wide; nostrils large, breathing
easily . 	

Quality: Hair, hone, and ears fine; skin smooth and
soft 	

Legs: Short, wide apart, under corners of body; strong,
not coarse, heavily muscled to knees and- hocks

Feet: Strong, short; not sprawling, nor sore. Sow should
he able to rise and stand on her feet without apparent
effort or pain 	

Bell y : Long, wide; straight in young sows, preferably 14
teats, all open and evenly spaced- Front pair near fore

legs

	

Size: At least 200 pounds at 4 months in breeding con 	
[Titian; 350 pounds at 18 months, same condition 	

Head': Short, broad: eyes wide apart, free from wrinkles:
Shoulders; Even. ,mooth and meats, smoothly joined to

jowl, fu/l, smoothly ioined to short aleck .
neck, sides, anti back	 ...	 ......... ......	 .......

Sides: Long, deep. smooth; ribs, long, well sprung
Back: Broad, even. arched from pelf to tail head_ 	
Lain:	 Wide, smooth, strung	 .........	 ............ _
Ham: Long, wide, thick; twist deep; it, walking, viewed

from behind, 3[ZIVI, should Tint appear to straddle_ 	  I
TotaL	 1100 1 	 I

	  - —

The feet in a brood sow must be stron g  order that she canb 
get up and down easily : and in order, too, that she can walk
straight without stumbling. If she cannot .2-et up and down
easily she is likely to lie on her ni9-s and smother th em : and if
her feet are sore or sprawling she is not likely to take enough
exercise to keep in condition to produce healthy pigs.

The belly is of especial importance, because it affords the
food supply of the little pigs for the first few weeks of their lives.
The importance of the points mentioned in this connection are
easily understood when it is remembered that the sow produces
enough milk in a day for all her pigs, and produces as much in
proportion to her weight as does a cow. If the teats are not
evenly spaced the little pigs cannot get their heads to the belly,
and the stronger ones are more likely to crowd out the smaller
ones than if each one had plenty of space. The best teats are
those toward the front, and if the front pair is not well forward
the others must be crowded more, and in addition the best pair
of teats is lost. The two lines of teats should be evenly spaced,
because if they are close together one pig is likely to take pos-
session of two or three teats. and thus starve off another pig.

If the sow has but 10 teats and produces 11 strong, healthy
pigs, it k disheartening to see one little pig deliberately starve
to death. That is generall y what 'happens to him. however. be-
cause the sow suckles her pigs at recruiar intervals and for given
periods of time, during which time the pigs that are at the teats

will fill up. Then the sow rolls over on her belly and stops the
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meal. The pig that has not had hold of a teat is thus prevented
from getting hold even though there is milk left after the others
are satisfied. Hence a sow seldom raises more pigs than she
has teats. While few sows will raise inure than 12 pigs, many
of them produce more pigs at birth, hut starve them either be-
cause of lack of teats or lack of milk.

The size of a brood sow is important, because a market pig
should be produced as quickly as possible; and unless the mother
is large, the little ones are not likely to grow large at an early
age. No pig should be selected for a brood sow, therefore, which
has not reached 200 pounds in weight at 8 months, provided it has
been fairly well fed. At 18 months a sow will have produced a
litter of pigs and weaned them, and will have had time to be fat
again so that if she has not made good she is ready to be sold.
As a consequence, the weight, 350 pounds, should he remem-
bered in connection with other points which determine the advis-
ability of keeping a brood sow or selling her.

There are certain points which you can all take into account
in selecting your brood sows, or in judging which one is best,
which the judge at the fair can not do. because he does not know
the same things about those sows that you do. The judge does
not know, for instance, how many pigs each sow raised, whether
she kept her pigs fat and healthy or whether they were thin and
sickly. He does not know whether the sow kept in good con-
dition on a small amount of feed, or whether she stayed very- thin
when liberally fed. All of these things you do know. and should
take into account in deciding whether to keep or sell certain sows.
The points which have been mentioned on the score card are
only such as can be seen and known with reasonable certainty
by one who has no knowledge of the hogs other than that which
he gets by a single inspection.

Boars should he pure bred. The subject of breeds will be
treated in a later bulletin.
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